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Key features

Large terrace

Guardian

Stunning sea view

Fully renovated and furnished

Parkings

Attributes

 Sea views

 Apartment

 Near to beach

 Private parking
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1 *Prices are subject to change, pound sterling price is converted using Bank of England exchange rates
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Description

Between Bordighera and Ospedaletti elegant 3 bedroom and 2 bathroom apartment with large terrace and wonderful sea view.Exquisite apartment for sale in
Bordighera, only a few meters from the beautiful blue Ligurian Sea with outstanding sea view. With its large terrace and stunning views of Ospedaletti Bay, this
exceptional apartment located on the sought-after penultimate floor of a pleasant building with a personal concierge service, is designed for a luxury lifestyle, having
undergone a comprehensive refurbishment that employed premium materials to guarantee comfort and design. The sophisticated atmosphere of this apartment for
sale in Bordighera is mirrored by the seamless flush doors, elegant sun breakers, wood parquet flooring, modern PVC double-glazed window frames, energy-efficient
LED lighting, and climate-controlled air conditioning.The well-thought-out interior design of the apartment for sale in Bordighera includes custom furnishings that
maximize practicality without sacrificing style. Warm entry opens into light-filled living area with fully equipped kitchen and striking window door that frames view of
the sea. The accommodation features of a calm master bedroom with en suite bathroom, two other tastefully furnished bedrooms, a second bathroom and a versatile
storage space that serves as a laundry room. Every room facing on the terrace where you can enjoy the views of the sea and the beach, which is only a short walk
away.Completing the offerings of this apartment for sale in Bordighera are two covered parking spaces and a convenient cellar.
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